Data Network Services: Network Area Map

The UC Davis Data Network is divided into logical areas for the purposes of network resource management, optimization of network traffic and failover redundancy. It is important to know the network area designation for your building or location. In the event of a network service outage, the affected areas may be listed in the outage bulletin. To see which data network area you belong to, please refer to the Data Network Area map below.

Note: The network areas denoted on the network area map below are meant as a guide. Some buildings may not be color-coded because some campus buildings are not represented on the map.

exhibited on this map

Area 51
Area 51 is a high-performance, research data network service. It provides several buildings on campus, such as EUIII Academic Surge, NEES (F Street), GSBF, and Storer with direct 10 Gigabit data connections to the campus network border.

Area 42
Area 42 encompasses several distributed data network services that IET provides to campus, including DSL service, mobilenet(x) wireless data service, and off-campus T1 and Opt-E-Man data services.

*larger version of map on next page